
Dielectric Constants and Power Factors at Centimeter

Wave-Lengths

By CARL R. ENGLUND

The theory underlying the measurement of dielectric constants and

power factors, by means of resonant lengths of coaxial transmission

line, is developed, apparatus used for such measurements is illustrated

and the measurement routine described. A table of typical results is ap-

pended together with an "X tan X" table for aid in the calculations.

Introduction

THERE are two instrumentalities available for measuring dielectric

constants and power factors at centimeter wave-lengths. These are,

coaxial conductor lines and wave guides. Which one is, for any condition,

the more favorable one depends a great deal upon the wave-lengths used.

Under the conditions encountered in this work the coaxial line appeared to

have the practical superiority, down to something like 10 cms. wave-length,

anyway. Below this, the wave guide is very manageable and has several

advantageous features.

When this work was begun, the most easily available and practicable

vacuum tube which would oscillate around 20 cms. wave-length was the W.

E. Co. 368A. This could be pushed down to something below 19 cms.

wave-length but was undependable there and as a practical compromise

22.5 cms. wave-length was finally chosen. Later another tube became

available and as it could be operated down to at least 9 cms. it was used in

the more recent work. Thus, while the bulk of the measurements made

were at 22.5 cms. wave-length, a good share of the samples investigated

were also measured at approximately 10 cms. wave-length.

Any measurements made at these wave-lengths must be made in the form

of transmission line measurements and the dielectric must be physically part

of the coaxial line. There are various transmission line quantities definable

and measurable, such as series impedance per unit length, shunt admit-

tance per unit length, surge impedance, impedance transformation factor,

voltage and current step-up factors, resonance selectivity or "Q", etc. The

first two are measurable directly only at long wave-lengths, the last two are

properties of space resonant line elements. Of these the "Q" was the most

advantageous in the present instance.
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"Q" Definition

At low frequencies the resonance selectivity factor of lumped circuits is

identified as the "Q" and is denned as — . It is measured by a detuning

process. For a length of transmission line with negligible shunt conduc-

tance losses this process gives -— as for a coil; when this process is applied
A

to complex circuits the physical embodiment of the "Q" becomes difficult to

realize and it is preferable to define the "Q" in terms of the detuning process

itself. This is equally true for the resonant, centimeter wave, line element

and we proceed as follows: For this element some current or voltage ampli-

tude, conveniently measurable, is selected and three values of it are measured

as the line tuning is varied. This variation may be either in generator fre-

quency for constant line length or in line length for constant generator fre-

quency.

Thus, for example,

Q = y-^-7 1 where

/

2 > /„ > /,/ - /

Q — -
e 7 , where (« > t > t\

\Al = Al = ^ (1)

k - d
'

with Ao as the resonant amplitude. For low-loss lines the two definitions

will give the same results in practice. Neither is ideal for second order

accuracy since there is a variation of line constants with frequency in the

first and a variation in total attenuation in the second.

For practical reasons it is usually preferable to excite and observe the line

resonance in terms of the current at one end, this end shorted. The ele-

mentary line lengths are then the quarter and the half-wave ones, the former

with open circuit far end, the latter with shorted far end. The latter is the

more nearly ideal unit. In order to short effectively the input end, the in-

put and output couplings must be made as loose as possible. As these

couplings are reduced the observed "Q" will asymptotically approach the

line "(?"• At the present moment the line variation in length is the most
convenient process, the chief trouble being the micrometric measurement

of the tiny length changes involved. Thus for 10 cms wave-length and a

half-wave coaxial line, a "Q" of 1000 involves a plunger movement of .0019

inches.

Theory of Measurement

It is shown in the appendix that the "Q" of a given resonant line segment

can be broken up into parts representing the equivalent "Q's" of the ter-

minal impedances and the line itself. Thus
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Q Q,Q*Qt (2)

where "Q" is the actually measured quantity, Qq is the part due to the line

itself, @o and Q(
the parts due to the near and far end terminations, respec-

tively.

If we now take a quarter-wave line segment, with near end shorted

through a movable plunger and far end open, we may make two "Q" meas-

urements without and with the far end loaded with a dielectric segment,

and obtain

1 1 + 1 = d'

Q' Qq Qo A/4

[Q Q*Q*Qt x/4

11 1 _ d - d'

and
G"<y"Cr" x/4

with J' and <2 equal to the widths of the resonance curves halfway down in

power. These two d's are, of course, directly measurable.

When the line is loaded with a dielectric segment the loaded part of the

line can be represented as an impedance Zt
connected to the unloaded re-

mainder of the line. The effect of the loaded segment upon the unloaded

1/I
line (See appendix, eq. 4) appears in the form -^— where

4/J<
- is the surge

impedance of the unloaded line, with "Z" and "D" the series impedance

and shunt admittance, respectively, for unit length of this line. If we put

we have

tanh = tanh (at + ib()
=

r

_L _ d-d ' _ Aai

Q(
~ X/4

= V
* + #-£*!

Zt
(4)

(5)

where A£ is the measured plunger movement necessary to retune the line,

after adding the dielectric loading, and "<" is the length of the dielectric

segment.
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Now, the power factor of "Zf" is the same as that of ±-=— , as long as

r~
a/ — is substantially a resistance, and since

. , , . . , , sinh 2a/ + i sin 2b/
tanh (a/ + ibf)

= * —

f

cosh 2a,( + cos 2b/
(6)

we have

power factor Z
(
= p.f. = f

. (7)
sin 2fy

Substituting eq. (5) in (7),

sinh ^ (d - d')

P-f. = —77 , (8)

sin^(A^+/)
A

which is the power factor of the loaded line segment in terms only of meas-

urable lengths.

This does not complete the theory, however. We are interested in the

power factor of the dielectric itself and it is evident that except for very

short dielectric segments, the variation of the standing electrical field along

the dielectric segment will result in a calculated power factor smaller than

the true one. We also wish to determine the dielectric constant.

The impedance of the dielectric line segment, open circuited at the far

end, can be written as

Z
<

/ 7 /-x (9)

tanh^ + t^Xij/

where "a" is the attenuation per unit length and 'V is the dielectric constant.

Hence tanh (a/ + ib/) = \/7 tanh ( a + i
w
^ t

J
/ and

sinh 2at

P-f- = TWT <10>

sin —^— t

A

•
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an alternative expression. Now when "/" is very small the functions of the

angles become equal to the angles and we write, for the dielectric power fac-

tor itself

2at ....

p.F. = : j=~. (11)

Dividing this expression by eq. (10)

. 47rV e /

Sm -^T" 2at
P.F. = p.f.

4tt\/( t sinh 2al
~\

and as the last term is always very nearly unity we have, if we put

4X,
2

47rV et_

sinh — (d — d') . . v
P.F. = ^ S4-*^. 02)

sin ~ (Af + /)

A

Ordinarily the "sinh" is very closely equal to the angle.

The reactance of the dielectric segment of line is necessarily equal to the

reactance of the part of the original line which it displaces, since space

resonance occurs in both cases. Hence,

tan t—;— = V« tanTr—r— \lo)
A A

which we can rewrite to

Tt , AC + t V7t .
VTt— tan w—r— = 7r ——- • tan -k —— .

A A A A

Putting

f wl- AC + t

y = _ tan7r-^—
J _ we have y = X tan X. (14)

I v _ ttV'c I

"y" is directly determinable by measurement and this gives X from the X
X

"

vt

_X.

calculable. This completes the reduction of the observation.

1 As no X tan Ar
table to the necessary subdivision was available, one was calculated

from the Hayashi tan X tables.

tan Ar table supplied

.

l The value of e follows and P.F. is immediately
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The above theory applies to the quarter wave line. This is a rather

difficult practical one; it is best to add another quarter wave to make a half-

wave resonator, shorted at both ends, with the dielectric positioned

exactly in the center. From conditions of symmetry we then employ the

above equations, taking half of our measured quantities. Or, in terms of

the actually measured four lengths which constitute an observation on a

half-wave line, {d-d'), t, AC and X, we have,

P.F. =
sinh£(<*- d') . _ vX sin 2X

siny (AC + t)
2X

rt .— •tan 7r

X

AC + t = X tan X

e =
X

X

(15)

which are the expressions used in this work.

In practice the dielectric plug is pushed into the half-wave line and the

line is tuned. The line center is then calculated and the plug reset to this.

Retiming checks the correct location. Two trials are always sufficient if the

plug was nearly centered originally.

There are several shortcomings affecting this theory. The Q of the un-

loaded line depends partly on metal power loss along the line. When the

line is shortened by the dielectric plug, part of this loss disappears and part

is transferred to the dielectric plug. Fortunately these losses are small since

they are metal losses at a current node, but for long dielectric plugs or plugs

of high dielectric constant the need for correction can arise. The necessary

calculations have not yet been reduced to a simple form.

Again, the calculation of half-wave results by means of a quarter wave

theory is safe only for a high Q situation. It is easy to show, experimentally,

that the maximum line shortening results when the dielectric plug is exactly

centered in the line but the calculated power factor is not a maximum here,

as might be expected. In the meantime, experience shows that results can

be duplicated from day to day and at other frequencies and that over a

reasonable range of plug thickness no change in dielectric constant and power

factor values, greater than the unavoidable errors of measurement, is ob-

tained.

Description of Apparatus

The apparatus can be divided into three parts for purposes of description.

The high frequency generator consists of a small "relay rack" assembly,
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including 60-cycle power panel, rectifier panel, meter and control panel and

centimeter wave oscillator panel with coaxial conductor output jack. All

high-frequency connectors are coaxial conductor units with plug tips.

The measuring unit is shown in the two photographs; Fig. 1, assembled

and Fig. 2, disassembled. Two combination input-output heads are shown

in Fig. 2. .These heads and tubing together with center conductor and plun-

ger are of coin silver. While the highest possible conductivity metal is

desirable, pure silver is mechanically too poor for spring fingers and bearing

surfaces and the alloy must be used. The good sliding contact properties

of silver are preserved but the conductivity is no better than that of copper.

Both heads are drilled, for input and output connections, flush with the

bottom of the cylindrical cavity terminating the tubing.

Head # 1, shown attached in Fig. 1 and detached in lower right-hand

corner of Fig. 2, has a silicon crystal, mounted and insulated in a small

cylindrical holder which carries a tiny pickup loop, one side of which is

grounded to the cylinder. The total length of pickup conductor including

loop and crystal "whisker" is about one centimeter and no tuning is neces-

sary. The loop pickup can be adjusted by moving the holder in or out.

The d-c circuit is from an insulated pin on the holder through crystal to

apparatus body.

The current input connection is through a coaxial plug which is tapped

across a fraction of a tunable half-wave line. This fraction consists of a

\" coaxial conductor terminated in a tiny feed loop; the remainder of the line

is an ordinary \" coaxial with sliding plunger. The line is used, well off

tune, as an input current amplitude control. The coupling with the cavity

in head is adjusted by moving the feed loop in or out.

By inverting another half-wave coaxial with feed loop, so as to put the

crystal where the feed jack was, it is possible to use an externally mounted

crystal as in head # 2. For this head the input current amplitude control

is obtained by using, as a feeder, a short \" coaxial tipped with a tiny loop

and a coaxial jack, at opposite ends. This coaxial is mounted in a spring

clamped bearing so as to permit a rotation of the plane of the loop. All

coaxials, except the measuring unit itself, are 72-ohm ones.

There is no essential difference in operation between these two heads;

they are interchangeable. However, head # 1 is more convenient in ma-

nipulation, during the disassembly required to insert the dielectric sample.

(This sample is always positioned in the piece of tubing connecting to the

head.)

An ordinary model 301 microammeter, low resistance, served as indicat-

ing instrument. By replacing the crystal holder of head # 2 with a loop

tipped coaxial and plug, a conventional double-detection radio receiver with
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output meter could be used instead. The crystal type detector is by far

the most convenient but with the power available wouldn't give workable

outputs when bad dielectrics were to be measured. With the amplification

available in the double detection set, any dielectric could be measured,

while retaining the necessary attenuation between generator-resonator and

resonator-receiver to keep these elements electrically independent of each

other.

It is necessary to maintain an electrical isolation of this sort to get a high

apparatus Q. The equivalent Q of all good dielectrics being high, the

measuring apparatus Q must be of the same order to give favorable meas-

uring conditions. And, further, unless the generator-resonator coupling is

weak, the act of varying the resonator tune will drag the generator fre-

quency around and will also vary the generator output amplitude.

The crystal plus microammeter required something like 80 millivolts for

full scale deflection and this could be obtained with the present apparatus

with couplings giving a resonator Q of 1500, while having enough power in

reserve to measure any of the good dielectrics. However, most of the dielec-

trics with power factor greater than .01 were measured with the d.d. re-

ceiver. All the 10 cm wave-length measurements were made with this re-

ceiver. For the latter measurements a shorter tube was substituted for the

tubes shown screwed into the two heads in the disassembly photo.

The crystals were calibrated at 60 cycles by means of a 70-ohm y/1

attenuation pad.
2

With full scale deflection this pad was introduced and the

new scale deflection read. This s/l ratio was, as far as was possible to

check, maintained in the kilo megacycle range. For calibration the ciystal

was tapped across 4 ohms in the attenuator pad output. A 15 mf electroly-

tic condenser was permanently connected across the meter terminals and,

by means of a pair of switches, calibration could be checked in a few seconds,

during a measurement run.

The calibration process, using the d.d. set, was to adjust the output to a

convenient meter deflection and then calibrate the meter by throwing in 3

db in the IF attenuator.

The resonator itself constitutes an accurate wave meter when corrected

for the change in diameter at the moving plunger. The method of operation

was then as follows. The plunger vernier, which allowed reading to 0.01

cm., was set at the desired wave-length. The oscillator was then turned on

and after it had attained temperature equilibrium, was adjusted if necessary

to resonance at this value. This adjustment was infrequently necessary and

always slight. The apparatus Q was then determined by traversing the

plunger across the resonance setting by means of the micrometer. This

2 Exact, not 3 db.
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"mike" read to the ten-thousandth of an inch and could be estimated to

one-fifth of this. Initially, by means of the amplitude control, the micro-

ammeter deflection had been adjusted to the desired scale value at the reso-

nance point. The traverse was observed between the two \/2 micrbam-

meter deflections and was repeated in the opposite direction. When

successive round trips showed consistency the value of d' was noted. The

dielectric sample, after thickness measurement, was then introduced, cen-

tered by cut and try and the Q traverses repeated. This gave d and,

after noting AC, the change in plunger setting for resonance, the measure-

ment was complete.

During the measurement the generator had to be protected from drafts

and, usually, it was necessary to traverse rapidly, the power line voltage not

being stable. Settings could usually be reproduced to 1 per cent, with ade-

quate care. A sample observation on a good dielectric is the following:

July 28, 1941 Polystyrene plate, all dimensions in cms.

t = 1.28 d' = .0084 A = 22.42

At = 1.79 d = .010 P.F. = .00028, e = 2.49

The dielectric samples were machined on a precision lathe, dimensions

being held to .001 inch. The nominal dimensions were O.D. .640 inch, I.D.

.174 inch. A favorable thickness, from the standpoint of ease of measure-

ment, is — , in em's. Cleanliness in handling was carefully observed.

After a lapse of several days the interior bearing surfaces of the resonance

cavity would have to be cleaned with fine French crocus cloth. The plun-

ger bearing surfaces also had to be smoothed up, fine scratches being polished

off. Dirt was immediately noticeable when the plunger contacted it, and

when microscopic bits of silver were rolled up under the plunger springs

cleaning was necessary. Otherwise no particular treatment or smoothing

up of the contacting surfaces was required.

A table of dielectric power factors and constants is a very desirable piece

of information. Unfortunately, experience tends to the conclusion that

such a table does not exist. The organic plastics in particular, are rather

variable from sample to sample and a table of values is merely a table for

particular specimens. Where a great number of samples are available

"best", "worst" and "most common" values can be established. The

accompanying list of observed values must be interpreted in the light of the

above statements.

As a large number of measurements of certain special materials had to

be made, dielectrics in general were rather neglected and the tabulated

values are more or less incidental. It was noted that for the low loss, sub-



TABLE 1

c P.F.

22.5 cms. 10 cms. 22.5 cms 10 cms.

Ceramic
BTL F3 Mg. Silicate type. . .

"Dielectene"

5.83

4.30
6.38
6.08
8.70
6.35
4.70
4.42
3.80
4.69

3.38

2.58

5.91
5.74

2.26

2.45

2.87

3.15
2.32

2.49
2.49
2.40

2.78

2.17
2.17
2.26

3.39

4.8

3.36

2.56

4.63
3.57

2.77
2.69

2.50

2.55

2.95

2.61

2.26

.00023

.0049

.0102

.0035

.0019

.0067

.0053

.0033

.00118

.0037

.030

.0090

.0030

.0033

.0038

Glass, Corning
Gl, lead

G12, lead
199-1

702EJ, Pyrex
702P
704EO
705BA
707DG .0036

Glyptal .036

.0087

Mycalex
Red
White

Phenolics
.139

Bakelite sheet -fa"
.080

Polyethylene
.00229
.00060
.00031Best

Polystyrene

f. 00090
.00070

[.00028

.0040

.0058

.0018

.0036

.0019

.0047

.0076

.00019

.00019

.00019

Best

Rubber
.0041

.0059

Soft, black

Styralloy

No. 10
.00105

No. 22

Styramic
E1689 .00087

Tenite II .031

.0068

Wax

Boler
.00015
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stituted paraffin-type, carbon chain dielectrics no difference, greater than

experimental error, exists between the 22.5 and 10 cm. measurements.
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APPENDIX

The typical ultra high-frequency transmission line can be represented as

in Fig. 3

(Eo.io) (Ex.lx) (E lfIi)

Fig. 3—Equivalent circuit of transmission line

and the equations describing it are

Z
t
cosh y/DZ (/-*) + /U

Z
- sinh \/DZ (t - x)

Ex = Vi

Ix = V

(Z„ + Z
() cosh VDZ I + \Z^Z

t
JD

- +JZ
^\ sinh y/DZ I

cosh y/Wz (( - x) + Z
(
A/ ^ sinh y/DZ {t - x)

(Z + Z
()
cosh y/DZ t + (zoZfll/l + a/?\ sinh y/DZ

I

ex /z
Z( + y% tanh ^DZ {e ~ x)

D
d/l + Zt tanh vm {t ~ x)

(i)

Eq — Vq — ZqIq , Ef — Z(I(

The line constants are Z = R + f'coZ, the series impedance per unit length,

and D = G -\- icoC, the shunt admittance per unit length. From these we

have: surge impedance = \/ — = So, propagation constant = -\/DZ.
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For all lines usable as transmission devices the following approximations

hold:

(2)

j/l-l/l-
C = ^' i =

l°' ^ 3X10" CmtC

ai,

For the case of near-end input and output the second of equations (1) can

be rewritten as

— zf

I -
V°

1q —

cosh VDZ I + —7^ sinh \/DZ I

Yd
a/j- —j^ cosh VDZ I + sinh VDZ I

Yd
(3)

+ —7= /cosh VDZ I + —k sinh \/Z>Z /

4/II V?
z

If now we assume a quarter-wave line, the condition of resonance implies

that R( » i /^ and R « Lj/»j • The condition of reasonable short-

ening of the line (or lengthening) by the terminal reactance implies that

X( >
I

a/j. , X < A/- . Hence we shall have \Zt \
» \a\/q

|

>

l^o|«| /|/||.

If we put -£=— = tanh 5, we get
Zl

V tanh (\/DZ / + 0)
i —

A^l+-j2tBrtL(VDZt + 9) C4)

y #

We now make the assumption that "Z " is a pure resistance (which is no

limitation on the measurement to be discussed) and put 6 = at + ibi

.
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tanh
2
(at + at) + tan

2

(~ + M
1 4"—7y tanh (at + <fy)

1/1

(5)

+
Z

V?
+ tanh (at + #/) (?+«*)tan* —

This expression cycles, as "£" is varied, and has its maximum or "tuned"

value of

*/l/l

rf + tanh (a£ + a^)

C

for tan ( — + ty)
=

2wt

1/|

+ fy
2

' » ' * '

The resonant length is thus t = - ( 1——-
J,
for n = o. Note that successive

resonances differ by a line length of -; the reactive termination has merely

shortened, by the amount of At = —-, the first resonant element preceding

it. When, therefore, we measure the "Q" of this line segment by line-

length tuning we use t = - in the Q process definition.

The Q process now follows. Putting t — tr ± 8t where tr is the

actual observed resonance length, we have

2irt , , 2irtr , , . 2ir8C it , 2Trbt

x + J/es __ + 6/d= __ = _ ± __

TU , /2rt . ,\
.

(t
,
2ttSA

Then tan I — + bt J
= tan I - ± —-

J
=F tan

2tM
and
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T
/ol =

1 + tanh
2
(at + a

()
• tan

2*86

+ tanh (at + Q()

+ 1 + —jf tanh (at -f- o-i) tan
2tt5<?

Forming the current values
|
/oi |

=
| /02 1

= |/o(resonant)

K , dividing to elimi-

nate
I
/o

I

and discarding squares and products of small quantities in com-

parison with unity leaves,

tan
2icU

\/K2 - 1 =

4/I

-f- tanh (at + aj)

±_ lirbt

/= , x 85ir'
tan X"

or V-^2 - 1 £7, -

(6)

88t Z

4/1

-f- tanh (at + a^)

which becomes our "Q" when K = y/l.

In most practical situations the "tan" and "tanh" are equal to their

7T

4
angles. For this condition Q = —? —

. If we now put, by defini-

yi
+ at+a (

tion, Qg = — (the Q of the line itself), Q = \^-~—
> Qf.

— 7~ , we have

i 111
" Q,

+
Go
+

0/
(7)

the law of Q composition relating the resultant Q to line and terminal Q's.

.


